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Kazan is the capital of the Republic of 
Tatarstan
⚫ The tourism potential of the 

Republic of Tatarstan is huge: 
a good geographical location, 
the Volga and Kama rivers, 
picturesque lakes, forests, 
historical and memorable 
places, unique traditions of 
two great cultures, Tatarstan 
is one of the largest regions of 
Russia in terms of population 
and economic potential.
Recreational resources in the 
Republic of Tatarstan: 
sanative 
cognitive 
sport



Kul-Sharif Mosque - the main cathedral mosque 
of the Republic of Tatarstan and the city of Kazan

The Kul-Sharif Mosque is the main cathedral 
mosque of the Republic of Tatarstan and the city of 
Kazan. It is located on the territory of the Kazan 
Kremlin. This is one of the main attractions of the 
city. The mosque on the territory of the Kazan 
Kremlin has not only religious significance, but was 
originally built as a center of enlightenment and a 
memorial to the defenders of the city - on the site of 
an old mosque, destroyed in 1552 during the capture 
of Kazan by the army of Ivan the Terrible. At that 
time, the defense of one of the parts of the city of 
Kazan was headed by Imam Kul Sharif, in whose 
honor a new mosque was named, he was killed 
along with his associates.
The decree on the reconstruction of the mosque at 
the historic site in the Kazan Kremlin was signed in 
1995 by the President of Tatarstan M. Sh. Shaimiev.



Bulgar is an ancient city in modern 
Tatarstan

Great Bolgar is located on the left Bank of the Volga river 
140 kilometers from Kazan, near the modern city of 
Bolgar. The area of the settlement is 550 hectares, and the 
length of its fortifications is more than five kilometers. 
Every year in the Great Bolgar are celebrations associated 
with the adoption of Islam by the Volga Bulgaria, during 
which thousands of Muslim pilgrims from Russia and 
abroad gather here. Every summer a bright and 
spectacular festival of medieval battle is organized. 
The religious Shrine and historical homeland of the 
Volga Tatars, known in the Muslim world as the 
"Northern Mecca", is located three hours ' drive from 
Kazan. It is here that one of the tourist gems of the 
Republic of Tatarstan, the Bulgarian state historical and 
architectural Museum-reserve, which was included in the 
UNESCO world heritage list in 2014, is located.



Sviyazhsk

Sviyazhsk is one of the tourist sites of Tatarstan, which 
has a whole complex of attractions:
The virgin-the Uspensky man's monastery.
The assumption Cathedral (1556-1561) in 2017 is included 
in the UNESCO world heritage list.
Bell tower of St. Nicholas Church (1556) 
Sviazhsky John the Baptist monastery
The Cathedral Of Our Lady Joy Of All Who Sorrow 
(1898-1906)
Sergiev Church (end of XVI-beginning of XVII century)
Sviyazhsky Trinity-Sergius monastery (inactive)
Wooden Trinity Church (1551)
Church of Constantine and Helena (XVI-XVIII 
centuries)
Monastery of the Makar'evskaya desert of the 
Sviyazhsky reserve on the other Bank of the Volga
Monument to victims of political repression (two-meter 
stele of white marble)
There is a State historical, architectural and art Museum 
" Island-town Sviyazhsk»



Holy Ascension Cathedral in Coastal Chelny

Holy ascension Cathedral of Naberezhnye 
Chelny-parish Church of the Moscow 
Patriarchate of the Kazan diocese, 
consecrated in honor of the feast of the 
ascension, has the status of the Bishop's 
court. The rector of the Church is 
Metropolitan Theophanes of Kazan and 
Tatarstan. The building is built in the 
style of "eclecticism".



Almetyevsk city is one of the largest and 
most significant cities of Tatarstan

Almetyevsk is one of the largest and most 
important cities of Tatarstan. The 
population of the city is almost 150 
thousand people. 
A large building with a Golden dome, 
located on a hill, combining both canonical 
and modern architectural elements, can not 
fail to attract attention. The interior of the 
mosque is more restrained and airy. The 
mosque is decorated with ceramic tiles, 
paintings and stained glass



Undoubtedly, our Republic of Tatarstan and the city of Kazan is the 
largest center of educational, health and sports tourism


